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PREFACE
"Narada's Bhakti Sutras" is already a very popular
treatise in India among seekers of ,God, but it really
deserves a wider circulation than it has hitherto
obtained. Whoever be the author of this little book,
so lucid and practical in its exposition of the birth,
growth, development, unfoldment and expression of
Bhakti, there is little doubt that he was gifted with
the self-same vision of the divine sage with whom
tradition has happily identified him. F or earnest
aspirants who are in need of sound, helpful advice,
in a very short compass, on their way to realisation
of God-love, no better work could be recommended.
In the present edition of the Sutras which aims
at offering only such aids to the reader as may be
quite necessary for an intelligent understanding of the
teaching, no elaborate commentary has been allowed
to interfere with the heart-directness and simplicity
of the original. The work has been divided into
eighteen sections so as to enable the realler to
recognise the connection of the various parts and get
a comprehensive view of the \.vhole. The translation,

primarily intended for the English-knowing reader
unacquainted with Sanscrit, has been purposely made
free from all technical words and phrases, the very
few sanscrit forms left over being eirher self-transparent
or else explained in the foot-notes. At the same rime,
it is hoped that those who know something of Sanscrit
will be able to understand and appreciate the original
better with this adjunct. It is with this object that
the texr in Oevanagari is given- immediately above
each sutra in its English garb.
If this humble attempt stimulates even a few
souls to take a living interest in Bhakri literature, the
little book will have more than served its purpose.
25-4-1938

Y. SUBRAMANY A SHARMA
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NARADA'S
APHORISMS ON BHAKTI

I

1. Now. therefore. we shall expound Bhakti.

1

2. It is of the narure of the highest love for This

One.z

1. '31I1mr:' (Now, therefore); These two words generally
form s sort of introductory formula to announce the title
of Sutra works in Sanscrit. The special implication here
is perhaps that realisation of Truth is not of the head but
of the heart, and therefore this work is undertaken to
provide a practical guide to those who wish to approach
God through Bhakti, the most natural path of all.

2. I prefer 'm ~. (for This One) to the two
other readings 'm~' (for Him), and 'm ~. (For that
Unknown Being), for we are thus reminded of the profound
truth that God "being in our very heart, is nearest to us.

2
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3. And of the nature of immortal bliss.

fOIH1i!!.Ct1 ~ ftfoit cqqfu, •

I

cqqfu, ~
~

cqqfull

4. On attaining which, a man becomes perfect,
immortal, satisfied for ever.

~

:r fitifiliiJ:?Uk1 :r ~, :r {fu, :r

m, mm

cqqfu II

~

5. On gaining which one wants nothing, laments
over nothing, hates nothing, delights in nothing, and
is never enthusiastic over anything earthly.

6. Experiencing which one becomes exhilarated
beyond self-control, stands perfectly still, and revels
in the Self.2
1. The Sanscrit word '3"I"IJff' CAmrita'} means both
nector and immortal. Bhakti is here described as a divinenectar the wholesome effects of tasting which are set forth
in the three subsequent Sutras.
2. The true lover of God grows into His likeness and
therefore shares with Him His perfecrions and partakes of
His infinite joy.

BHAKTI NO WORDLY DESIRE

3

II

m

~ Cfilqqql~1 f~iltI~q;:qHl II

\9

7. It is no worldly desire, for it is of the nature
of suppression. I

8.

Suppression means abandoning all worldly

and Vedic activities. 2

9.

And exclusive devotion to Him and

indifference to all things that are obstacles to it.

1. Thirst for divine life cannot be classed among
the various desires for worldly objects, for the moment
Bhakti dawns all desires vanish. The true lover of God
looks to no reward even from God, but loves Him for
love's sake.

2. The 'suppression' .of desires referred to in the
previous aphorism does not imply active fight with
desires, for the more you fight desires the keener they
become. We have only to stop adding fuel to the fire of
desires. As further activities and undertakings cease,
desires lose very much of their force.

4
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II

~o

10. Exclusive devotion' is abandonment of all
other supports. I

MlC6~~ dcetMiiHUi drl<lIi1'l~i;l;Cdi

II ~ ~

11. Indifference to obst_acles consists in
undertaking only such activities- whether of ordinary
life or those enjoined in the Vedas - as are favourable
to it. z

III

~ f.mi4C(iiili¥f ~
12. Even after firm establishment in divine
1. Until the aspirant has abandoned aU so-caUed
resources he cannot learn to live in the consciousness of
the one never-failing and never-exhausting source, namely
God. Desires continue to worry him till th ~ ·n.
2. This Sutra serves a double purpose. In the first
place, it aims at restricting the activities which are
recommended (in Sutra 8) to be given up. Only selfish
activities are to be abandoned in order to get rid of desires.
In the second place, it explains the indifference to
obstacles of Bhakti referred to in Sutra 9. It is not a life
of supine unconcern that is meant, but an active cooperation with divine plan. All works in ~ line with Bhakti
are to be regularly performed.

THE
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resolve, the Scriptures are to be respected.

1

13. Otherwise there is apprehension of a fall.

~sN
~1:{h€lHO"a~

~,

'4O(J'!I1"4lfc:04IQI(<<CII~~

II

14. Even ordinary life is only up till then, though
physical activities such as taking food, continue as
long as one wears this body.

IV

~ ~ '11"4lqdTt~I((
10

15. Definitions of this Bhakti will now be stated
accordance with different views.

1. This and the two subsequent Sutras apply to the
aspirant to Bhakti as well as to one who is already rooted
in Bhakti. The Scriptures being the Word of God, are
for ever the lamp of life to a true Bhakta. Walking in
the light of the Shastras is for him synonymous with
harmony with Divine Order. To swerve even an inch from
this path is to him a trip and fall. Having entered a larger
and wider life, h~ has now no obligations to fulm, though
apparently he continues the ordinary round of life just like
others.

6
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16. 'It is love of worship and other similar acts'says Vyasa, the son of Parasara.

~lfd;Mrd

TJ1i:

II

17. 'Fondness for spiritual conversation and the
like'- says Garga.

atl(q(f4rctil~~rd ,"fus~: II

~t

18. 'These are Bhakti in so far as they do not
clash with the contemplation of the Sel£'- says
Sandilya.

dcn&dlr&('1IT.iI~dl
II
19. Bm Narada says "It is the offering of all acts
to Him and feeling the highest pang of separation
on occasions of losing remembrance of him. I
1. These definitions or rather descriptions of Bhakti
are not mutually exclusive, but more and more
comprehensive as we proceed. Sutra 16 refers to devotion
in works, 17 to devotion in speech, while 18 lays stress
on devotion in mind. Devotion to God in thought, word
and deed is of course necessary for a truly spiritual life.
!3ut Narada goes to the very root of the matter when he
says that there cannot be real Bhakti unless there is
complete self-surrender in every aspect of our life and
unless we so attune oursch '''; [0 God that any separation
from Him becomes ulT •. :riy unthinkable.

7
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at~qq(Ul "
20. So it is, so it is.

~ d;;jfanftiCb':f''l "

~~

21. As, for instance, in the case of the
cowherdesses of Vraja (Gokula).

22. It cannot be said that even there, is a
blemish, the absence of recognition of divine glory.

23. Lacking in such appreciation is the love, for
instance, of adulterers.

~ (frw\<t1i&~f&(q'l II

~~

24. In that sort of love, there is no idea at all
of one's feeling happy in the happiness of the other. I
1. Complete effacement of the self and at-one-ment
with God is the crucial test of genuine Bhakti. A Bhakta is
never prompted to love God by any profit-seeking motive.
Puranas like the Mahabhagavata and Vishnupurana,
have given a very vivid picture of selfless love for God in
their account of the Gopies and Sri Krishna. Of course, the
relation of Gopies with Sri Krishna is liable to be
misunderstood as something physical by the sensually-minded. The author of the sutras here warns Students of
Bhakti against mistaking the highest form of God-love for
anything so grotesque.

8
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v
m ~ &i4~1"141~~sl4~&itHI

II
~'"
25. Now this Bhakti is greater than Karma

(performance of religious works). Jnana (knowledge)
and Yoga (mystic control of the mind).1

26. For it is of the nature of the fruit 'Of all these.

~(\4Q Il4NqHtfu(qlt;:(;jRl4(q1( II

~\9

27. And because God hates egotism and loves
humility. 2
1. Karma. Jnana. and Yoga are the names of different
spiritual paths. These are not really three distinct and
independent paths. but are inter-related at one or more
points on the way to realisation. The goal being the same
in each case. namely attainment of God, it follows that
the path of Bhakti which keeps this view from the start.
is more direct and natural than the other paths which must
sooner or later revert to it.

2. The wording of this Sutra must not mislead the
reader to suppose that God ' is Himself subject to feelings
of love and hatred. It simply means that egotism is the
greatest impediment to the realisation of God-Love. The
more one empties oneself of the ego, the more is he filled
with God.

BHAKTI ITS OWN FRUIT

9

VI

~ ~ tfl€l'1f'4RaC1; II
28. Some
means to it.

think that knowledge is the one

29. Others are of opinion that there is mutual
dependence between the two.

30. It is its own fruit, sayeth Narada, the son
of Brahma.

31. For it is seen to be just so in the case of
the palace, a dinner, and the like.

32. The King is not pleased by that knowledge,
nor is hunger appeased by mere knowledge of food.'
1. The illustrations are intended to warn students
against supposing that mere intellectual knowledge is quite
sufficient.
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33. Hence this Bhakti alone should be chosen
by those who seek liberation.

VII

~: ~ illtH'4iiii€li: II

~ 'g

34. Teachers have recommended various means
to this Bhakti. I

~

ret q€I ("414 Ii ('ij fi't'4' 411 '6ti

II

35. !t.results from the renunciation of the objects
of the senses and renunciation of attachment. 2

36. From unremitting adoration.

~5N 'tfiiCiIOMctOi"J"4iC( II

,\9

37.
From listening to narration of various
blessed qu~lities of the Lord and proclaiming them
aloud even while attending to affairs of ordinary life. 3
1. The means here described are only accessory, for
Bhakti is its own means as has been shown already.
2. The consciousness of me and mine in everything
we do and deal with, is what is called 'attachment' here.
3. Spiritual life and ordinary life should not be
separated. All our activities may be turned into worship
if only we do not forget the constant remembrance of
Divine qualities.

COMPANY OF SPIRITUALLY GREAT

11

38. In the main, however, it results through the
grace of the great ones, through even a little of the
grace of the Lord. I

VIII

qiiN4.N

~S~S~ II

~~

39. Now, association with the great, is hard to
get, difficult to realise, though most invaluable.

40. Nevertheless, it is attainable, and that through
His grace only.

41. For there is no distinction between Him and
His devotees. 2
1. Self-effon is certainly needed, but before long the
aspirant will know that of himself he can do nothing; the
quickening influence of Bhaktas will soon convince him
that everything is due to the invisible suppon of God
Himself.
2. This is very important for the aspirant to note,
because it is only these Bhaktas, the highest manifestations
of God, that are first accessible to him and lead him on
to a realisation of God as He is.

12
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42. That alone should be sought out, that alone
should be sought out.

IX

5:~: ~~: II
43. Evil ~·"sociation should be shunned by all
manner of means. I

C6rq~Qafl6+*Jfa1lt'lgr~"It'l\i&"'t'I4ir(tJ'(ijI<l1l
~~

44. For it is the cause of desire, anger, delusion,
loss of memory, loss of intellect and utter ruin. z

tHfi1r~d' ~ \tfi1fijS~I<4r.(1 II

~'"

45. These are in themselves like little waves,
but through association become a veritable sea.
l. Those who are not yet blessed with the company
of Bhaktas, should take the initial step of overcoming
attachment of objects of sense by holding thoughts of
Bhakti in their mind by sustained effort. In good time.
when we are ready for it. a real Bhakta will arrive and
impart the kind of teaching that is best suited. for us.

2. 'Memory and intellect' spoken of in this Sutra
refer to spiritual meditation and spiritual reason respectively.
Compare Gita 2-62. 63.

HOW TO CROSS f\IAYA

13

x
~ ~ ~ ? ""'~fih~\i1r(f, ~
ijijl3'i4lci ~, ~ f.pjq) ~
II
~~
46.
\Vho crosses, who crosses this Maya 1
(illusory glamour of the world)? He who gives up
attachmems, he who waits upon a spiritually
magnanimous soul, he who becomes free from the
idea of possession.

~ r~r~Ck1~14 ~, ~ HtC6q""4g94!~qfit,

r"1~10cfl

1lCffif, ~ ~ ~ II ~\9
47. He who habitually resorts to a solitary place,z
he who cuts asunder all worldly bondage, he who
transcends the three fundamemal Gunas of nature,J
he who gives up the idea of acquisition and
preservation. 4
I. The world of the senses in which the unenlightened
live is called Maya (illusory appearance) because from the
highest standpoint of Reality it does not exist. But in so far as
it affects people who react to it, it is by no means negligible;
it is therefore like a boundless sea humanly impossible [Q
Cross.
2. 'The solitary place' need not necessarily be a cave in
a retired place or anything like that; the one condition needed
is that it must be free from evil influences. For advanced
seekers their own heart is the most secret place for meditation.
3. The three Gunas - Sattva (the enlightening), Rajas
(the inflaming), and Tamas (the enVeloping and obscuring)are described -at length in the G ita.
4. Compare Gita 2-45.
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48.

He who gives up all desire for the fruit

of his actions, renounces all activities and thus passes
beyond all pairs of opposites.

~ ~, 4icnWjqrCif~iI3(I.i ~ II
~~

49. He who renounces even the Vedas, who has
only incessant love for the Lord.

so .

1

He crosses, he crosses this maya, and he

takes other people also across it.
1. Rites and ceremonies. are but the symbols of the
experiences of the soul while the Vedas or Scriptures are
but partial expressions of the Reality which can be known
only by direct intuition. Hence the Bhakta lays hold of
the key to this direct approach. namely love of God. and
transcends the limits of Vedas and Vedic ceremonies. 'The
pairs of opposities' spoken of in Sutra 48 are subjective
ones such as happiness and misery.

NATURE OF GOO - LOVE

15

XI.

51. The nature of Love is inexpressible in
words.'

52. It is like a dainty dish tasted by a mute
person.

53. It finds expression very rarely in some worthy
soul.

~

4ilii4IUt;d

~kHii3'q(:Hc\Qi(

54.

II

Slraatt°lqQii' .. iirClf.4
~~

Beyond the fundamental Gunas, above all

desires growing intense moment by moment,
associated in any manner with the significance attached to
it by Post-Sankara. Vedantins. It only means that Bhakti is
a realisation so profound that it is impossible to find words
exactly describing it.

16
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incessant, most subtle, and fathomable only by
intuition.!
1. The significance of the epithets should be noted:

(a) ~ 'Beyond the Gunas', Bhakti influenced
by the Gunas is not pure: even Sattwic Bhakti inspired
with the ambition of knowing God is far below this true
Bhakti when one loves God for love's sake.
(b) ~ 'Free from desires'. This follows from
the previous statement, but it is specifically stated here for
the guidance of less advanced souls. Bhakti practised with
a view to get away from ills or to attain certain unfulfilled
desires is not pure Bhakti.
(c) ~ 'Growing intense every moment'.
This God-love grows as we advance in our understanding
and realisation of Truth. Progressive attainment and
progressive love go hand in hand till both reach their one
goal when the aspirant has achieved perfect union with his
Beloved.
(d) ~ 'Incessant'. It is a continuous flow of
loving remembrance, for no break can possibly occur when
one has tasted its incomparable sweeOtness.
(e) ~ 'most subtle'. It is impossible for the
ordinary human mind to have any conception of this
exalted love; so different it is from the grosser love for
things of this world.

(0 ~ 'Fathomable by intuition alone'. Though
beyond speech and intellect, Bhakti is not a chimerical
something, for it can be directly intuited when we make
contact with God in our inmost being.

SECONDARY BHAKTI

'ffi5ITt2f

17

(1{qlqHlC6~ra, ~~,

~, ~~

~

~~

II

55. When one has reached it, one sees that alone,
hears about that alone, talks of that alone, thinks of
that alone. I

XII

~

am

~~I~I(1ir~~~I'"

II

~~

56. Secondary Bhakti is of three kinds, to be
classified either according to the difference of Gunas,
or according to the difference of the afflicted and
other aspirants to whom it belongs.

a,"H41Si'H:qI~a'lcn ~ 'lCIfff II ~ \9
57. In either case each preceding one is more
conducive to beatitude than the one succeeding it. z
1. Just as a river loses its individuality when it has
emptied itself into the ocean, the Bhakta loses his egoity
completely when he has attained union with his beloved
Bhagavan. Then he sees himself and all the rest of the
universe as an inseparable part of that Universal Love
which exhibits itself in every experience of his life.
2. Rajasic Bhakti exercised with a view to obtain the
goods of life is better than Tamasic Bhakti which invokes
divine help to do harm to others. Sattwic love is still higher,
for it only aspires to know God. (Compare Bhagavata, 329-8 to 10.) According to the second classification amt
(Bhakti of affliction) is the highest. Here affliction does not
refer to any misery due to worldly evil, but to distress due
to a conscious separation from God. See aphorism 19.

18
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XIII

58.

Bhakti is easier l than any other way of

approach to God.

59.

For it needs no external proof. being its

own proof.

II
60.

And because it is of the nature of peace

and of the nature of perfect bliss.
1. Karma (good works), Yoga (mind-control), Jnana
(knwoledge) are three other paths recommended. These
paths are by no means quite distinct and we shall all have
necessarily to tread each of them to a greater or lesser
extent. Bhakti is said to be easier than the other paths not
because it offers a life of luxury and softness - for there is
discipline enough here - but because it is the direct
approach to the Ideal through the heart. Love is so natural
to us all, that it is recognized the moment we contact it,
and from that moment onward a life of peace and joy is
ours evermore.

LIFE OF A SEEKER
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XIV

HlChtn~'1

ftRn ';{ ~

f4~f~(1I(qHlCh~~(qI«1I
~~

61. One need not worry if one's affairs go wrong,
for the self, worldly affairs and even the Vedas have
been surrendered to the Lord.'

~

~

~')ChOCOjct6Iil~:

lb(W1('4I.I~«'IIQ4 ~ ~ II

~
~~

62. So long as this Bhakti is not achieved. the
ordinary way of life should not be given up, but
renunciation of the desire for reward of actions and
discipline preparatory to it, should be persistently
practised. l

e.1Q'1'1lfelCh~fH ~ .1jjcton4'( II

~~

63.
Accounts of women, wealth and of
unbelievers should not be listened to.

atNql'1~ilqlf$b ~ II

G~

64. Pride, vanity and other vices should be
eschewed.
1. This means a complete trust in God even when
things go the wrong way apparently; really, however, neither
loss nor evil can touch him, for he is under the care of a
loving and omnipotent God.
2. Before the carefree state of complete self-surrender
is attained, conscious efforts must be made steadfastly in
the shape of selfless work and discipline of the soul.

20
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ricn&riif&MI~H:
~ iji(oi\4'l
II

~ ijiliishlQINiil'1if<%c6
~~

65. All acts should be offered up to Him and
even feelings like desire and pride should be
entenained with reference to Him only.1

~
f=1~<:\IWF4("4ijil"di"Ni'1i(q(j;
~ ~
~ II ~~
66. The three-dimensional from of love should
be destroyed, and love alone should be entertainedd~voted love of the eternal servant and of the eternal

wife. 2

XV
'lCm Q\C6If~;{r ~:

II

67. Bhaktas exclusively attached

to

the Lord are

the best of His devotees.
1. This refers to the process of sublimating every
one of our emotions and directing it towards God. All our
activities outward and inward, must become a holy offering
to Him and then they will be transmuted and welded into
pure Bhakti. (Compare Gila 9-27, and Bhagavatam

10-29-15).
2. Bhakti w!lich seeks to serve and love without any
motive whatsoever, which has risen above the triad of
lover, love and rhe loved, should always be the ideal of
an aspirant.

THE GLORY OF MASTER BHAKTAS

21

ct)OdICl{\edlql'itI?IM: tm:tR~: ~

~ ~ ~ II

~t

68. Talking of Bhakti to one another in faltering
tones attended with thrill and tears of joy, they
sanctify their race and the wide earth.

ffhif!l4f~ ~ ~ct)4f!l4f~
~i0IM3icif~ vrrmfUr II
69.

CIilITfur
~~

They turn ordinary bathing places into

sacred places of purification, ordinary acts into piolls
deeds, and words of instruction into holy texts.
~:

\90

II

70.

They are full of Him. 1

71.

The Pitris

(mar.~s)

are delighted in them,

the gods dance with joy, and this earth is happy in
their care.

1. They have emptied themselves so completely that
they wholly live in God. The lives of God-intoxicated
Bhaktas like Prahlada bear witness to this.

22
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72. Among them there is no distinction due

[0

birth, education. colour. race. wealth. occupation and
the like. 1

4d~(~hll:
73.

\9~
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For they are all Hi_s own.
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74. The aspirant should not take to disputation

75. For it leads to endless arguments and leads
to no certain conclusion.
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76. Works on Bhakti should be studied and acts

calculated to rouse this Bhakti should be performed. 2
1. However widely they may differ in other respects,
they are all alike in their pure and unmixed love for God.
2. Earnest seekers receive, when they are in a fit
mental condition, revelations of divine love through texts
and passages of scriptures. In order that the mind may be
lifted up to that condition. it is necessary that acts like
worship, prayer and meditation should be steadily resorted
to.

ADVISE TO A WOULD-BE BHAKTA
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77. Time free from the sway of pleasure, pain,
desire. profit or other worldly considerations, is what
everyone seeks; so even half a second should not
be trifled away. I

atffiijl{t('4~if~qlf€tq:Qir~afisilfUl QI('1;{\qlf.W
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78.

Non-violence, truthfulness,

purity,

compassion, piety and other essentials of good life,
should be maintained.

79.

Free from all care, ye shall always adore

Bhagavan (the Lord) alone with all your heart and
souI.l
1. Every one wants to live a life without strain, but
this is not possible unless one turns every odd moment
to account and steadily applies his mind to God.
2. God provides for all our needs; those who dedicate
their lives to God are able to verify this. 'Bhagavan' stands
for all blessed qualities that the human mind can ever
assign to God.
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80. If steadily praised, the Lord reveals Himself
soon and blesses the Bhaktas with realisation. I

XVII
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81. For all the three divisions of time - past,
present and future - Bhakti alone is preferable to
other paths, Bhakti alone is preferable.
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82. Though in itself one, this Bhakti manifests
itself in eleven different forms: (I) attachment to the
glorification of the blessed qualities of God,
(2) attachment <?f His beautifu, form, (3) attachment
to His worship, (4) attachment to His remembrance,
(5) attachment to his service, (6) attachment to His
1. The original word ~: refers perhaps to
singing God's glory with intense divine feeling. This mode
of waiting upon God is in time followed by what is known
as ~ (the ectasy of divine feeling) which in its turn
leads on to realisation of the highest Reality.

TEACHERS OF BHAKTI-CONCLllSION
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friendship, (7) attachment to filial love for Him, (8)
attachment to wifelike love for him (9) attachment
to self-surrender, (10) attachment to being filled with
Him and (11) attachment to an intense feeling of
excruciating pain of separation from Him. 1

XVIII
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83. So declare the teachers of Bhakti with one
accord in defiance of public criticism, teachers like,
(1) Sanatkumara, (2) Vyasa, (3) Suka, (4) Sandilya,
(5) Garga, (6) Visnu, (7) Kaundinya, (8) Sesha,
(9) Uddhava, (10) Aruni (11) Bali, (12) Hanuman, and
(13) Vibhishana. 2
1. The Puranas are full of narratives of Bhaktas who
have manifested these various types of Bhakti. One or
more of these types may be seen to show themselves in
one and the same Bhakta on different occasions. Witness
the life of Sri Ramakrishna Paramahamsa in very recent
times.
2. This concluding section is meant to show (1) that
Bhakti is a practical method of approaching God, which
has been adopted with success by a good many aspirants
placed in different stations in life, (2) that this treatise is
a compendium of their views written by one who himself
has practised whiu he preaches,and (3) that it is wonh one's
while to follow and profit by the teachings of rhesc
disinte rested Masters of Bhakti.
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M. Whoever in this world believes and has faith
in this gracious instruction offered by Narada. he
becomes endowed with Bhakti; h~ attains the highest
beatitude, aye, he attains the highest beatitude. I

1. The Sanscrit word means dearest, or the most

cherished end; it is here used as a synonym for the highest
goal of human life.

5. Salient Features of Shankara's Vedanta
Presents matter and method of genuine SankaraVedanta in a small compass. The references to
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to the Suddha-Sankara-Prakriya-Bhaskara of the
same author.
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7. Essays on Vedanta
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and the essential ideas in the 'Vedantas' or the
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